Moderator and Speaker
at the
Make Your Own Luck Conference
hosted by Voice at the Table on 11th June 2015

The best thing that happened to our conference was a friend recommending Jayne Constantinis.
Jayne was brilliant from the very beginning of our engagement! She was professional, keen to understand
the nature and content of the event and was supremely pleasant to work with.
In addition to her skilful performance on the day, when she seamlessly transitioned from keynote to panel
to interview as if she knew each presenter personally, Jayne also added value by making planning
suggestions and, herself, delivering a mini-workshop which was most enthusiastically received.
In fact, out of 5 keynote speakers (and 15 panellists), Jayne scored the highest in our audience feedback.
Her expertise, pride in her work and passion for delivering top notch service were greatly valued - not just
by the organisers but, more importantly, by the audience!
For a successful conference or speaking event, I couldn't recommend a better moderator and overall
contributor than Jayne Constantinis.
Rina Goldenberg Lynch
Voice at the Table

@jconstantinis awesome
conference moderator - silky
smooth voice & incisive
comments @VoiceAtTheTable
#makeyourownluck ...
Danusia Malina-Derben
C-Suite Consultant

I have worked with a lot
of facilitators, Jayne is one
of the best in pulling the
narrative together and
bringing out impactful
messages. She did an
amazing job throughout the
day....

Loving the presentation
delivery & content of
@jconstantinis
#MakeYourOwnLuck ...
Marie-Clare Fenech

Chuck Stephens
Barclays Bank

It was lovely seeing you
facilitate yesterday. With
such ease and grace that it
seems like facilitating panels
is no skill at all ...

... thank you for moderating

Inge Woudstra
W2O Training and Consulting

Adrian Marsh
ING Bank

You did a fantastic job coordinating all the panels at the
VATT conference. It takes quite
some skill to keep the flow
running smoothly, maintaining
focus and keeping within the
allocated time ...
Lindsay Cornelissen
Wines with Attitude

our panel discussion so well
yesterday and also for your
final presentation, which I
found fascinating ...

... I want to congratulate you
on your superb facilitation and
fantastic presentation, vividly
'capturing my attention'...
Taravat Taher-Zadeh
T&T Consulting

You really did make a massive
contribution to the day, Jayne.
Your energy, sense of
humour, professionalism was
simply stunning, not to
mention your engagement with
the audience ...
Jane Adshead-Grant
Ashvale Consultancy

